The eyes of the world are upon Russia.

The Thet of the world is upon Socialism.

Russia's purpose is to carry her own people forward and to be the beginning of social progress for the world. From the blood and sweat of ten million dead has sprung the red flag of the Revolution. Russia's purpose is to carry her own people forward and to be the beginning of social progress for the world.

Socialism is fit against industrialism. It is a fight between the old and the new. This struggle will be fought until the world is free from poverty and ignorance.

The world today is governed by the dictatorship of the capitalist class. There is not a social institution in existence that is not dominated by its rule. Its power is supreme in the public school, where political interests are taught and instilled. In the courts and the legislatures, the capitalists are the law. They are the masters of the world.
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HISTORY PACAN AND CHRISTIAN: A YEAR-OLD PROTEST

The Shell

Socialism Behind Bars

BY EUGENE V. DAVIS

Socialism grows anywhere, everywhere. You know why your past is so important to you. This is because Socialism is truth applied to society, and is the...
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MAN HAS ALWAYS Sought the Mastery of his fellow-man.

The idea of domination over another form of life and to live from his labor has been the mainprime of human action. To escape submission, not in freedom, but in mastery over others, has been the controlling desire, and this has filled the world with slavery and crime.
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In America we are setting up one of the least efficient espionage systems ever fastened upon the backs of a suffering people. By our laws and their courts, the task of every man or woman who sought to caution and organize the people in the ways of acquiring liberty. We thought that a government that relied upon such tactics to maintain itself was a doomed poor sort of government and deserved to be replaced by one that had some sense and would trust those principles in the hands of its citizens.

The espionage system failed to keep democracy from sullying the austerities of the government. In the end, the people won, won against the combined forces of reaction and world capitalism; won as they always will win in the end. Spy systems and jails, deportations and exile never for a moment stepped a revolution. They are all as weak to fury, they merely develop a new set of nerves.

About our own system. Lots of people don’t know there is one, yet they will soon learn—learn in fact. The system backs up the ruling class, it is highly efficient. It has already nearly 100% complete. The funny thing about it is that it conserves itself, it is self-regenerating. It is∴
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The Diplomatic Balance Sheet in Russia.

By EVANS CLARK.

Two things make this a notable book: the critical but impartial picture it presents of the Soviet Government in special, and the fact that the first impression one gets of the public life has been to the rear of the Peace Conference.

William Clark, late of the British Embassy in America, has just completed his work as the Permanent Secretary of the British Foreign Office and has returned to his native land.

The British mission in the United States has been a notable success in that it has been able to do so much for its own people and the people of the United States.

The author, who has been in the United States for many years, has written a book of great importance and one that should be read by all who are interested in the diplomatic relations of the two countries.
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